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What I do

● Help organisations organise their data science/data analytics 
capabilities

● Understand the requirements to generate value with data
● Implement rigorous ways of working
● Understand the landscape/possibilities
● Education-focused
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Personal Motivation

● Gap between expectations and reality of leveraging data and 
data science in a business context 

● Gap is exacerbated with new AI-related developpements 
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We are going to 
embed AI in your org

AI in your org
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The promise of AI

● Boost efficiency & productivity
● Enhance customer experience
● Data-driven decision making
● Competitive advantage
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AI failures

● Despite the current public fervor over the great potential 
of AI, many deployed algorithmic products do not work.
○ Poor ROI
○ Solutions unfit for purpose
○ Unexpected/unintended harms
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Famous failures
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Famous failures
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Illustration: COVID19 detection 
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2,212 studies, of which 415 were included after initial screening and, after 
quality screening, 62 studies were included in this systematic review

Our review finds that none of the models identified are of 
potential clinical use due to methodological flaws and/or 
underlying biases. 

Roberts, Michael, et al. "Common pitfalls and recommendations for using machine learning to detect and prognosticate for COVID-19 
using chest radiographs and CT scans." Nature Machine Intelligence 3.3 (2021): 199-217.



Many organizations are launching data analytics or AI projects without 
having a clear assessment of their potential impact. In many cases this 
leads to failed projects or poor ROIs. 

From an organizational perspective, non-functional solutions are the 
most common and the most costly

In the real world, many data& AI projects fail

80% of AI projects fail
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Non functional AI
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How did we get here?

● Highly competitive field and industries 
● Overhyped AI capabilities 
● Lack of (long- term) strategy around AI and data analytics 
● Challenges around data quality & availability 
● AI saviorism

D. Schwarz et al. A Framework for the Systematic Evaluation of Data and Analytics Use Cases at an 
Early Stage. Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences 2021
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AI Saviorism

The view that AI-driven systems can solve societal challenges, 
while ignoring the technical, societal, economic and 
domain-specific constraints that make them unusable in practice.
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How could this be solved?
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Responsible AI

A set of best practices, guidelines, and tools that 
ensure any AI-driven system is trustworthy, safe, and 
respectful of human rights and dignity
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FAST principles

Fairness
No difference of 
treatment based on 
personal characteristics

Accountability
AI systems operate as 
expected

Safety & Reliability
AI systems are tested and 
monitored  

Transparency
Logic and behavior are 
well-understood 
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AI regulation
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Responsible AI

● Risk-based approach
● Focus on high-risk applications
● Avoid or mitigate harm or (potential) bias

●

Functionality as an afterthought
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Problem definition

● Many organizations lack the ability to prioritise projects 
based on their needs

● Complex AI landscape requiring advanced technical skills
● Common problem with information overflow

Simplify complex information into  
straightforward and concrete scores
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Common labels for decision-making 

Images from Wikipedia
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What if we could have an index that tells us 
how functional a given AI project will be for 
our organization?
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State of the Art
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LLMs transparency index
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FACT score for responsible AI

https://rodekruis.github.io/responsible_ai
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Data nutrition label https://datanutrition.org/
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Core idea
Indicators transform complex constructs into concrete 
easy-to-understand scores

Requirements
○ Must be generalisable
○ Must be easy to understand 
○ Must be fast to compute

Thorough review of scientific & industry literature
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DAFI 



DAFI: Data Analytics Functionality Index

High potential project

DAFI 

Moderate potential, requires 
scoping and preparation

High risk project, consider 
parking or postponing
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Indicators for functionality 

UTILITY
Verifies how well the 
business question is 
defined.

FEASIBILITY
Measures strategic and 

operational feasibility 
within the organization.

Measures the 
actionability of the 
project’s outcomes.

MEASURABILITY

Checks if the system can 
be validated and 

therefore trusted. 

VERIFIABILITY
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Indicators for functionality 
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A score is calculated for each 
indicator, and an overall score is used  
to determine the DAFI of the project.



DAFI questionnaire
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Benefits
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Transparency
DAFI's criteria help 
shed light on details 
and pre-conditions for 
the project's 
execution.

Reduced Complexity
Projects functionality is 
translated in a single 
easy-to-understand visual 
information.

Improved decisions
DAFI helps make 
informed decisions on 
whether or not to invest 
organizational resources 
in a project.



Limitations 

● Over-simplification of a process and data
● Indicators should always be considered in conjugation with other 

business KPIs and practices
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Use cases
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Use case #1: clothing  company 
investing in a new AI product to 
enhance customer service
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● Multiple vendors
● Limited AI literacy
● Past experience of costly, 

non-functional AI solutions

Pain points
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Approach

SCOPING TESTINGMAPPING REFLECTING

Framing & 
understanding the 

problem

KPIs, Stakeholders, Skills, 
Processes

DAFI calculator Results & mitigation 
plan



Vendor evaluation
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DAF-index

Vendor 1 A

Vendor 2 C

Vendor 3 C

● Several solutions were evaluated
● Internal discussions about what is 

actually needed and why
● Only one vendor presented a solution 

that could have been of use



“Sure, the DAFI score is a good benchmark, but for us, the real 
win was the deeper dive into our data governance. Identifying 
weaknesses, evaluating vendors critically - that's where the 
magic happened. The score itself? Just a reflection of the 
progress. I recommend the DAFI Index, but remember: it's a 
process, not a magic number. Embrace the journey, and the 
results will follow.”

- CEO retail company 
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Lessons learned



Use case #2: succession planning tool

● Solution evaluation
● Limited internal AI literacy
● Critical application with high risk of 

unintended algorithmic bias

Pain points
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DAFI as an impact assessment tool
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● DAF-index: B
● High utility, low measurability, low verifiability score
● Debate of utility vs. risks of algorithmic bias

Conclusion: 
● need to focus on re-scoping internal process where the tool 

would have been useful
● Impact assessment of the tool before deployment



Use case #3: government-affiliated 
agency investing in AI to prevent 
fraud

● Solution evaluation
● Limited internal AI literacy
● Critical application with high public 

scrutiny 

Pain points
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DAFI as an impact assessment tool
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● Current solution: low verifiability score
● Internal discussion about KPIs linked to fraud detection vs. budget 

and cost
● DAFI not reported 

Conclusion: need to focus on improving model 
quality and investing in monitoring



Other use cases
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Retail 

Predicting next week's online sales

Banking 

Project: Customer lead generation

Cybersecurity

Project: Personalised phishing campaigns



Any questions ?

◉ hinda@owlsandarrows.nl
◉ functionalai.org

Thank you!


